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ABSTRACT
The growth of thin oxide films has been covered by several theories and models. The high
electrical field model, Fowler-Nordheim tunneling in Metal Oxide films and Schottyky barrier
Mechanisms are models which explain metal oxide formation. The growth mechanisms and process
control parameters during thin film growth in electrochemical anodization play a key role in the growth
process. This work explores how the growth mechanisms correlate with process control parameters to
influence the growth process in electrochemical anodization of titanium dioxide nanotubes (TNTs). The
theories on growth mechanism have been explained in detail. On the experimental part, TiO2 nanotubes
were synthesized for photocatalytic activity using electrochemical anodization in a third generation
electrolyte. The electrolyte comprised of a mixture of ethylene glycol and ammonium fluoride in little
amount of water. Anodizing time and electrode separation distance were explored as process control
parameters. The TNTs were analysed using SEM, XRD, Profilometer and UV-Visible
spectrophotometer. Short electrode separation distance recorded fast growth, non-uniformity in TNTS,
disorganisation, distortion and etching of TNTs. The TNT length, inner and outer diameters reduced
with increasing electrode separation distance due to reduction of electric field, increased bulk resistance.
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There was no significant increase in TNT dimensions at electrode separation distance of 4.5 cm which
also recorded the smallest grain size for the TNTs highest degree of crystallinity for with absorption
maxima at 550 nm. TNT length, inner and outer diameters and crystallinity increased with anodising
time.
Keywords: Titanium dioxide, Nanotubes, Anodization, Tunneling, High field

1. INTRODUCTION
There has been a variety of experimental methods employed in preparation of TiO2 films.
These include the chemical vapor deposition [1], hydrothermal spraying [2], sputtering [3],
anodization [4] dip coating, atomic layer deposition, spray pyrolysis and sol–gel method.
Among these methods, anodization has evolved to become a common technique to grow
ordered nanostructures whose growth, high order and self-organization has been achieved by
exploring use of different types of electrolytes and variation of process control parameters. A
variety of nanotubes for example Carbon [5], porous aluminum oxide [6], Titanium dioxide
nanotubes (Raja et al., 2005) have been synthesized using the method. On the other hand,
different models and theories have been developed over the years for oxide growth in an oxygen
atmosphere or in electrolyte.
Cabrera and Mott [7] discussed the growth of very thin aluminum oxide films by anodic
oxidation in the presence of electric field and oxidation in atmosphere through adsorption of
oxygen. Movement of cations by a thermally activated field-assisted hopping mechanism have
been assumed [8]. The assumptions made by these models were that ion transport across the
metal oxide interface was the rate determining step. The Titanium dioxide nanotubes (TNTs)
has been anodised in electrolytes which have been classified as first, second, third and fourth
generation [9]. This work uses the third generation electrolyte comprising a mixture of ethylene
glycol and ammonium fluoride in little amount of water. Ethylene glycol has ability to produce
the best ordered and self organised TNTs [10]. It looks at the different models and their
correlationship with process control parameters. Here electrode sepration distance and
anodisation time are explored as process control parameter. Other works been explored and
reported in our ealier work [11].

2. THEORY OF ANODISATION AND FILM GROWTH MODELS
2. 1. Anodization of Titanium dioxide Nanotubes
In this process, a titanium electrode is connected as the working electrode, with a counter
electrode of choice while the electrolyte provides the media for ion transport and oxide growth.
The presence of water in the electrolyte acts as the source for ions. Two processes are involved
in electrochemical anodisation; oxide growth and thermal oxidation of Ti [12]. When an
electrostatic field is applied across Ti electrode immersed in an electrolyte through application
of a constant potential/ current, [Ti4+ or O2¯] species are formed together with OH¯ ions. These
two species contribute simultaneously to the growth of anodic films on titanium. The applied
potential\ current provide electrostatic field which maintains transport of O2¯ and OH¯ inwards
and Ti4+ ions outwards leading to a continued growth of film. The presence of water and fluoride
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ions in the electrolyte is important. The oxide ions are produced through dissociation of water
molecules at the cathode by [13] as shown in eq. (1.1), and fluoride ions act as powerful oxidant
for the Ti electrode according to eq. (1.2). Fluoride migrates through anodic oxide layer at twice
the speed of oxygen anions (Chu et al., 2003). The fluoride ions can therefore react by forming
Ti fluoride complexes as shown in eq. 1.3 from which TiO2 nanotubes are formed according to
eqns. 1
4H2O + 4 e¯ → 2 H2 + 4 OH¯

1.0

Ti → Ti + 4 e¯

1.1

4+

Ti

4+

+ 6F¯ → [TiF6] ¯
2

1.3

[TiF6]2¯ + 2H2O → TiO2 + 6F¯ + 4H+

1.4

TiO2 + 6F¯ + 4H+ → [TiF6]2¯ + 2H2O

1.5

2. 2. The High electrical field model
The high field model explains tunneling of anions and cations through a thin oxide barrier
on application of high electrical field causing band bending of the oxide layer. High electrical
field causes anions to move towards the oxide barrier. The electrons can gain enough energy to
penetrate through the oxide barrier at the electrolyte/oxide interface and interstitial cations. The
barrier oxide is sandwiched between the two electrode systems. At the working electrode, an
electron at the conduction band has an energy E near the Fermi surface, while the barrier oxide
has a conduction band lying at a higher energy compared to the counter electrode on the right
side. Application of voltage between the two electrodes results in current flow and subsequent
film growth on the metal Ti electrode (Figure 1).

V
Ti electrode

Pt electrode

Film oxide
Ti

4+

OH¯
O

Electrolyte

2-

Figure 1. Motion of ions in anodization set up under high electrical field.
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Classical physics would prohibit transmission through the barrier but with quantum
mechanical tunneling it is possible for the electron to be found on the other side of the oxide
barrier according to high electric field model and Fowler Northeim models. The formed TiO2
is an n- type semiconductor with energy levels added by possible impurity oxygen vacancies
which act as localized defect [14] and exhibit Schottky barrier effect due to contact between the
metal and semiconductor oxide.
The process of anodization can be modelled as that of a capacitor (supporting charge
accumulation at the oxidized electrode surfaces) connected in parallel with electronic resistance
(charge transfer; Rct) and an ionic transport resistance (diffusion; Rd). This are connected in
series with a solution resistance (Rs) as shown in the equivalent circuit diagram of Figure 2.

Rct

Rs

Rd

Figure 2. Equivalent Circuit Diagram of an electrochemical anodisation set up

The electrolyte is the ionic conductor and the electronic conductors (electrodes) have
different work functions. When a constant potential/current is applied between the two
electrodes during the process of anodization, a built in potential is set in across the two
electrodes. At the same time a double layer is charged according to the eqn

Q  Cox EiPE

(2)

Q is the charge stored in the capacitor, Cox is the capacitance of parallel plates and E iPE is the
potential across the capacitor. There are two modes of charge transport which occurs; Charge
transport due to motion of electrons (or holes) that occur in electrodes, Charge transport in the
electrolyte due to motion of ions (positive or negative ions). The electrode separation distance
affects the capacitance of the system.
The capacitance of the parallel plate capacitor is given by the equation 3.

C ox 

 r 0 A

(3)

d

where 𝜀𝑟 is the relative permittivity (𝜀𝑟 = 1 in air), and 𝜀0 is the permittivity of vacuum, A is the
area of the capacitor, and d is the thickness of dielectric medium. The capacitance effects of the
system reduce with increasing electrode separation distance. During the charging process,
cations are attracted to the negative electrode while anions are attracted to the positive electrode
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forming two electric double layers, at the electrode\electrolyte interfaces. When the
electrochemical cell discharges, cations and anions are released back to the electrolyte to reach
equilibrium. The metal oxide layer formed on the electrode\electrolyte interface increases Cox
as the oxide film thickness increases.
Titanium three plus ions (Ti3+) under high electrical field can penetrate through the oxide
barrier from the Ti electrode/oxide surface. The result is a continual growth of the oxide film.
Ion transport through bulk oxide layer against the electric field starts to take place immediately
after the application of an electric field. The oxygen ions penetrate into metal substrate at the
metal\oxide interface. Vacancies are thus produced at the metal\oxide interface producing metal
ions, causing compressive stress that causes the metal oxide to shrink. The growth kinetics of
thick oxides obeys the parabolic eqn 4.
X 2 = 2 At .

(4)

where X is thickness at a time t , and A is defined;
A  2Di ni

(5)

where  ; is volume of oxide per metal ion, Di is the diffusion coefficient for an interstitial ion
and n is the concentration of dissolved atoms. This situation is applicable only when the
concentrations of ions and electrons are equal and opposite throughout the film thickness.
The concentrations of the metal or oxygen ions at the two faces should be different; to
enable metal or oxygen to diffuse through the oxide layer under concentration gradient
1

proportional . At boundary interfaces (metal/oxide or oxide/electrolyte) the potential at the
𝑋
oxide layers are unequal causing a space charge region to set up and leading to formation of
double layer (Cabrera et al., 1949). The thickness, XO, of this layer of oxide is of order

Xo 

kBT

(6)

8ne 2

where ɛ is the dielectric constant; k B , Boltzmann constant and T , Temperature of electrolyte.
The ion current for ion with valance Z in the solution is given by
I = Z vi niV / X ions/cm2 sec,
= vi V, where vi is mobility in units of m2 s−1 V−1, and V potential difference
between the metal and adsorbed oxygen layer, then Eq. 3.10 can be rewritten as
and using

D

𝐴 = 2𝛺𝜈𝑖 𝑛𝑖 𝑉

(7)

The concentration at the interface ni (0) of interstitial ions is given by the equation by [7]
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ni (0)  N i exp( Wi / k T
B

)

(8)

where Wi is the energy required to remove a metal atom at the metal surface to an oxide layer,
N i ; number of interstitial positions per unit volume in the oxide.

ne (0)  Ne exp( / kBT )

(9)

where ne (0) ; number of electrons per unit volume is given
3
2
Ne  2(2mkBT / h ) 2

(10)

At intermediate distances x from the interface, ni ( x), ne ( x) can be deduced from Boltzman
law where V is the electrostatic potential and n is the total number of ions and electrons, m is
electronic mass

ni ( x)  n exp( eV / k BT

)

(11)

ne ( x)  n exp(eV / kBT )

(12)

However at large distances ni (x) and ne (x) are equal to

n

 1

n  Ni Ne exp  (Wi   )  / kBT
2



(13)

Current carried by the electrons, je, and ions, ji, is given by
je   De

ne
 Fneve
x

(14)

n
ji   De i  Fni v
i
x

(15)

In steady state conditions the two current densities are equal and opposite.
2. 3. Fowler- Nordheim tunneling in Metal Oxide films
Titanium dioxide nanotubes (TNT) growth has been shown to exhibit Fowler Northeim
(F-N) tunneling [15] at high electric fields. Figure 2 shows energy bands for a metal/
semiconductor oxide before application of Voltage. Applying a large positive voltage to the
metal causes lowering of band on the metal side causing tunneling of electrons from
semiconductor conduction band of the oxide through a triangular barrier known as F-N
tunneling as shown in Figure 3 [16].
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Efm
Ec
Ei
Efs

Metal

Sio2

Si (p-type)

Figure 2. Band diagram for silicon dioxide; a p-type semiconductor before application of
voltage. Ec ; conduction band; Ei ; intrinsic semiconductor Fermi level, Efm ; Fermi level in the
metal, Efs fermi level of semiconductor, qϕB ; barrier height at semiconductor-oxide interface
adopted from [15].

The probability of an electron being on the other side of the barrier is calculated from
Schrödinger equation



h2 d 2
 V ( x)  E
2m* dx 2

(16)

and found to be


  exp 




4
3

3
2qm*  B 2
h

2








(17)

where ɛ is the electric field given by  B /L.  B is the work function of the metal,
constant,

h is the planck’s

q is the electronic charge, m* is the effective mass of electron.
e-

Ec
Ei

Ev
Efm

Metal

Sio2

Si (p-type)

Figure 3. Band bending in Silicon dioxide film on Application of large voltage to the metal
(Fowler- Northeim) tunneling
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The result is that the F-N tunneling current depends exponentially on barrier height to the
power of 3/2. Although F-N tunneling mechanism is essential for growth of semiconductor
oxides, scientists like [17] have found that at high electric fields the number of defects (traps)
inherent in a bulk oxide increases due to high carrier injection. Traps are produced in large
quantities during fabrication processes [17]) and associated with radiative recombination
processes. The induced traps are responsible for electron/hole capture during fabrication of
device and affect the efficiency of production. At later stages a semiconductor device with large
number of traps will suffer great loss of charge carriers in form of charge recombination through
traps. This could be single level traps or multi-level traps leading to compromised efficiency of
the semiconductor device. The type of recombination processes in a semiconductor material has
been covered in [18] where recombination processes in semiconductor material are discussed.
TiO2 is a n-type semiconductor material and suffers recombination of charge carriers.
In anodizing at high voltages/electric fields the growth of film is relatively high increasing the
length/thickness of film. Large cross sections are associated with large number of traps. Large
number of defects capture electrons/ holes that have been injected into the oxide causing great
loss due to recombination. In thin oxides, breakdown events have come about by anode hole
injection where electrons are injected from the anode and undergo negligible energy loss as they
travel through the oxide and on reaching the substrate, the high energy electrons cause impact
ionization producing hot holes. Hot holes may move into the anode thus creating defects in
oxide.
Defects created on an oxide depend on hot hole flux as shown in Eq. 18
(18)
Jn  JeTh
where J n is hole Flux, J e is the gate flux, Th hole transmission probability. In thin oxide films,
the tunneling mechanisms used are Fowler-Northeim mechanism and direct tunneling
mechanism for very thin films
The effective time for thin film to break down is given by the equation
t BD 

N BD
KJ h

(19)

N BD is the number of traps needed for dielectric breakdown.
J h is a hole flux

Jh  JeTp

(20)

J e ; is electron tunneling current


; number of holes per injected electron

Tp ;

Probability that this hole will tunnel back through oxide creating a defect in the oxide.

In F-N tunneling, electrons tunnel through the conduction band of oxide where they cool
off through phonon emission; but still have energy Einj when they get injected into the
conduction band of semiconductor.
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The electrochemical anodization process allows TNTs to grow perpendicularly on Ti
electrode. The TNTs are amorphous in structure, have short range and order and as a result lack
periodicity. A variety of disordered materials exhibit multiple trapping where a carrier can make
a series of jumps between localized states [19]. This results in low level conductivity. Carriers
may escape from traps when they gain enough energy through phonon interaction overcoming
a shallow potential barrier of a localized state thereby entering an extended state. It may also
move through field assisted tunneling.
Additional defects are as a result of in-homogeneities; non -uniformity due to electrolyte
preparation procedures [11], and doping procedures [20]. In order to transform the amorphous
TNTs to crystalline structure, high temperature annealing is used. High temperature annealing
has however, been shown to create further surface defects [21]. Extensive annealing of crystal
leads to high concentrations of Ti3+ interstitials, extensive bulk oxygen loss and formation of
crystallographic shear planes. These thermally created defects act as point defects existing as
Oxygen vacancy sites, creating an overall reduced state of TiO2 crystal. The thermally created
defects may lead to eventual inactivity of TiO2 photocatalysts.
2. 4. Schottyky barrier Mechanism
Usually band bending occurs when a semiconductor is put in contact with another material
such as metal, liquid or gas. TiO2 is a n-type semiconductor characterized by conduction
electrons being the charge carriers, which are created when a sufficiently large potential is
applied to the material. Electrons with enough energy are deposited on the metal/
semiconductor/electrolyte interface causing a reaction similar to photocatalysis. Metal ions are
ejected from the metal surface of the working electrode while O2¯ is attracted towards the Ti
electrode. A process of transfer of mobile charge carriers takes place between the semiconductor
and the electrolyte as shown in Figure 1. The surface region of semiconductor becomes
negatively charged causing a positive space charge layer to develop within the semiconductor.
As a consequence, there is a shift in electrostatic potential and bending of bands upward toward
the surface. The assumptions put in place for the Schottky diode model in the
semiconductor/electrolyte system are that the oxide semiconductor is an ideal crystalline when
in most cases the metal oxide is amorphous depending on preparation procedures [11].
The donor levels are assumed to be above the Fermi level and completely ionized. There
are no surface effects and that the Helmholtz layer in the electrolyte is neglected. Figure 4 shows
formation of Schottky barriers in TiO2
us
EC

EC

E

EV
V
Solid
TiO2

V
Solid TiO2

Liquid

Liquid

Figure 4. Diagram showing formation of Schottky barriers in TiO2 semiconductor
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where VB is the valence band, E C is the energy level of conduction band, EV is the valence
level, E F is the Fermi level and us is band bending. Titanium dioxide TiO2 is an intrinsic wide
bandgap semiconductor with extra energy levels added either through impurities considered to
be defects or dopants thus forming an n-doped semiconductor. The as-prepared TiO2 by
anodization is mostly amorphous even though crystalline phases have been reported [22].
Amorphous phases have localized states, in which a charge carrier undergoes multiple
trapping between localized states [22].
When the semiconductor material is exposed to UV light irradiation, electrons are excited
from valence band to conduction band, resulting in electron hole pairs that are separated by the
field of Schottky barrier field to generate a photogenerated current iph Semiconductors such as
TiO2 may have charge carriers recombining instead of significantly contributing to the whole
photo generated current.
2. 5. Anodizing process control parameters
While the high electrical field model, the F-N model and Schottky barrier mechanisms
are key mechanisms in thin film growth, the Process control parameters have a direct
relationship and affect the process of film growth, tube diameters, nanotube length, wall
thickness, wall roughness, pore diameter, and tube-to-tube spacing. This brings about control
of the TNT array surface area and Quantum effects [22]. The properties of the TNTs arrays are
dependent upon their physical properties [22].
Several process control parameters contribute to the growth mechanism, self organisation
and ordering of TNT. These control parameters include the nature of electrolyte, voltage,
electrolyte concentration [11]. Water content [11] anodising time, electrode separation distance
and electrolyte preparation procedures [11]. In this set we look at the effects of anodising time
and electrode separation and their effects on TNTs physical characteristics as discussed by the
growth models.
2. 5. 1. Anodising time
The nature of electrolyte determines how much time should be used for anodizing. Time
relates to the film thickness as shown in equation 4. Aqueous electrolytes require much less
time for anodizing, usually 30 min to 2 hours due to reduced viscosity while in inorganic
electrolytes, the process is much slower due to low water content in the electrolyte and
dissolution rate.
Anodization time affects the length of nanotubes but conditions need to be tuned to attain
optimal growth in organic electrolytes. Nanotubes over 100 um long have been achieved in
organic electrolytes. Tube diameter and wall thickness were found not to vary significantly with
anodization time [24]. However, in studies involving anodic aluminium oxide, the length of
nanotube was reported to increase linearly with time [24].
2. 5. 2. Electrode separation distance
The electrode separation distance affects the capacitance of parallel plates (COX) eqns 2
of the capacitor and finally the charge stored (Q) in the parallel plate anodisation system of the
high field model. The efficiency of the anodisation system is dependent on the capacitive effects
of the system.
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3. SYNTHESIS OF TITANIUM DIOXIDE NANOTUBES (TNTS)
In this work, TNTs were grown using electrochemical anodization in an electrolyte
comprised of ethylene glycol, ammonium fluoride (NH4F) and water which produced ordered
and self-organized TNTs. Exploration was done on the effect of electrode separation distance
and anodization time on structure, morphology and nanotube dimensions of the TNTS with
concentrations of water, (NH4F), ethylene glycol and anodizing voltage and temperature kept
constant. Electrode separation distances were varied as 1.45 cm 3.0 cm, 4.5 cm and 5.5 cm.
while anodisation was done in 95% Ethylene glycol, 5% H2O in 0.15 M NH4F in a constant DC
potential of 60 V for 2h using method C for electrolyte preparation procedures [15]. Anodizing
time was varied between 1 h, 3 h, 5 h, 7 h, 23 h and 23.5 h. The electrolyte comprised of 95 vol
% ethylene glycol, 5 vol. % H2O and 0.15 M NH4F fluoride with electrode separation distance
of 3 cm.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4. 1. Electrode separation distance
SEM images of TNTs produced at electrode separation distances of 1.45 cm, 3.0 cm, 4.5
cm and 5.5 cm respectively are shown in Figure 5 (a)-(d).

a
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b

c
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d

Figure 5. TNTs prepared with varying electrode separation distance: (a) 1.45 cm (b) 3.0 cm (c)
4.5 cm, and (d) 5.5 cm. The samples were anodised at 60 V for 2 hours in 0.15M NH4F solution,
consisting of 95% ethylene glycol and 5 % water.

Well-ordered nanotubes were produced in all cases. However, top view SEM image of
TNTs grown at separation distance of 1.45 cm in Figure 5 (a) show irregularity and some level
of disorganisation compared to TNTs grown at higher electrode separation gap. At short
separation distances, the capacitive effects of the system ( Cox ) is high eqn (2) and reduces with
increasing distance. This leads to fast growth rate at shorter separation distances compared to
larger ones. Fast growth conditions lead to fast stacking of the oxide layer. Adhesion and
compactness of the oxide layer are compromised. See Figure 5(a). The non-uniformity observed
in the SEM image of Figure 5(a) is because of the high growth rate due to higher external
electric field at short electrode separation distance and etching from fluoride ions which migrate
very fast under high electric field compared to oxygen responsible for TNT growth. At high
field strength the oxide interface is not in steady-state. As a result, the TNTs in Figure 5 (a) are
distorted and disordered. At the same time the applied Voltage at shorter distance is higher than
that at larger separation distance due to reduced resistance from bulk electrolyte resistance
which is lower at shorter separation distance.
The charge stored in the capacitor system improves with increasing capacitance and the
electric potential EiPE across the capacitor eqn (1). Thus the efficiency of the system is high.
This increases the number of interstitial ions ni (0) eqn 8, the number of electrons per unit
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volume ne (0) and eventually the number of electrons at the metal interface as explained by
the high field model. The Organisation of TNTs showed improvement with increasing electrode
separation distance at 3.0 cm as shown in Figure 5(b).
Nanotube length was found to significantly reduce with increasing electrode separation
distance. The TNT length varied as shown in Figure 6 (a) from 18.77 um, 14.37 um 11.92 um
and 11.32 um for separation distances 1.45 cm, 3.0 cm, 4.5 cm and 5.5 cm respectively. The
decrease in length is explained by the high field model and F-N models where at shorter
electrode separation distances the system experiences a higher electric field allowing more
efficient tunnelling of electrons through the oxide barrier and at the same and Ti3+ ions from the
Ti metal through the oxide barrier, thus promoting oxide growth. As a result, nanotube length
reduces with increasing electrode separation distance. The sharp decrease in nanotube length as
depicted in Figure 6 (a) between 1.45 cm and 3.0 cm is due to lowered resistivity as a result of
short electrode separation (l) according to the eqn 21

R

l

A

(21)

where R total resistance, l is electrode separation, A is the area of TNTs and  is resistivity.
Lowered resistivity in turn increases the current at the electrodes when voltage is kept
constant in all cases. The current carried by electrons ( je ) is given in eqn 14 while the current
carried by the ions ( ji ) is given in eqn 15. In steady state conditions the two current densities
are equal and opposite.
In Fig. 6 it is seen that there is an almost steady growth rate for TNTs anodized at electrode
separation distances greater from 4.5 cm to 5.5 with similar length and tube diameters. Table 1
gives the relationship between the electrode separation distance, wall thickness, inner diameter
and nanotube length at electrode separation distances of 1.45 cm, 3.0 cm, 4.5 cm and 5.5 cm.
There is no significant increase in TNT dimensions at 4.5 and 5.5 due steady state
conditions. The OH¯, O2¯ and F¯ ions seem to approach steady state conditions at separations
> 4.5 cm.
Table 1. Electrode separation distance between Pt and Ti foils against inner diameter, outer
diameter, wall thickness and nanotube length. From 1.45 to 5.5 cm
Sample
name

Inner diameter
(nm)

Outer diameter
(nm)

Wall thickness
(nm)

NanotubeLength
(nm)

D 1.45

111.4

127

15.6

13625

D 3.0

139

165

31

14376

D 4.5

127

146.4

19.4

11985.5

D 5.5

125.3

145.9

20.2

11319.63
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170

19

(a)

Inner diameter
0uter diameter

(b)
160

17
Tube diameters

Nanotube length (um)

18

16
15
14
13

150
140
130

12
11

1

2

3

4

5

6

120

2

3.0

4.5

5.5

6

electrode distance

electrode separation distance(cm)

Figure 6. Variation of (a) length and (b) Inner and outer diameters for TNTs anodised in
0.15M NH4F in 95% ethylene glycol and 5% H2O solution at 60 V for 2 hours.

The inner diameters at 3.0 cm, 4.5 cm and 5.5 cm were 139 nm, 127 nm and 125.3 nm
respectively, while the outer diameters were 165 nm, 146.4 nm and 145.9 nm respectively. The
reduction in wall thickness, and diameters with increasing electrode separation distance can be
explained using the high field model. The combination of adverse effects of increased bulk
resistance and lowering of electric field hinders diffusion Di of ions with reduced capacitive
effects within the system. Due to reduced electric field, the oxidation/reduction process
responsible for film growth reduces minimising the concentration of dissolved ions in the
system and hence film thickness (eqn 1.3).
These results agree with those published by [26] in their finding for decreasing nanotube
dimensions with increasing electrode separation distance. When electrodes separation distance
is small, the resistance of the solution is lowered.The distance that OH- and O2¯ ions move to
the anode is small. It is at the (working electrode) where Ti4+ ions that react with O2¯ ions are
formed to form TiO2.
Due to reduced resistance of the bulk solution, the migration of OH¯ and O2¯ is fast
increasing rate of formation of TiO2 as shown by eqn. 1.1-1.3. On the other hand, the reduced
resistance favours migration of F¯ ion to quickly reach the anode affecting the dissolution
kinetics. Forming Ti4+ which react with O2¯. This causes fast growth of TiO2. On the other
hand, F¯ migrates fast to cause dissolution of the oxide layer yielding disordered growth of
TNTs.
Electrodes kept at short distance experience a higher voltage compared to the ones placed
at far distance. Much of the voltage applied on electrodes far apart is lost in form of heat due to
increased resistance to flow of ions, and only a small fraction of the voltage is utilized in the
bulk electrolyte solution.
XRD diffractograms for different TNT samples are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. XRD Diffraction peaks for samples anodised in 95% ethylene glycol and 0.15M
NH4F in 5% H2O at constant DC potential of 60V for 2 hours at electrode separation distance
1.45 cm, 3.0 cm, 4.5 cm and 5.5 cm (a) (101) reflection peaks (b) XRD diffractogram for all
samples (c) UV-Vis diffuse reflectance data for all sample.
The as-prepared TNTs were largely amorphous and calcination at 400 °C crystallized the
TNT to anatase phase regardless of electrode separation distances. The reflection peaks for
samples grown at the different separation distances are shown in Figure 7(b). Their peak
intensities differed as shown in Figures 7 (a) for the (101) reflection planes. The peak intensity
for the (101) reflection peak was higher for the TNTs grown at electrode separation distance of
4.5 cm. TNTs grown at electrode separation distance of 4.5 cm and 5.5 cm have almost same
length, 11.92 um and 11.32 um. The (101) reflection plane is more intense for 4.5 cm, followed
by 3.0 cm and 5.5 cm separation. The results can qualitatively be explained as follows. At a
separation of 4.5 cm, the dissolution of the oxide layer is reduced since the electrode separation
distance is large enough to lower the rate of migration of fluoride ions. On the other hand, at
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even larger electrode separation (5.5 cm), the electric field strength is further reduced, and the
resistance for ion transport high, which impedes oxide formation. A weak electric field coupled
with high resistance for ions in the bulk electrolyte solution leads to reduced crystallinity.
The crystallinity as determined from the (101) reflection plane in XRD for TNTs grown
at 5.5 cm is lower compared to the ones at 4.5 cm, 3.0 cm. Thus we conclude that the balance
of oxide formation and etching explains the reason why the (101) reflection peak in the XRD
diffractogram in Figure 6(b) is highest for the TNTs grown at this distance. Sample anodised at
1.45 cm, 3.0 cm, 4.5cm and 5.5 cm yielded varied grain size as 2.04×10-13 m, 2.094×10-13 m,
1.059×10-13 m and 2.04×10-13 m respectively when Scherer’s formula was employed on the
(101) reflection plane.
The grain size increases as electrode separation gap is increased from 1.45 cm to 3.0 cm
but reduces with increasing electrode separation distance. The reduced electric field and
quantum mechanical tunnelling with increasing electrode separation distance and capacitive
effects explains the reduction in grain size at 4.5 cm and 5.5 cm reaching nearly steady state
conditions at 4.5 cm where the rate of growth is nearly the same for anodisation at 5.5 cm.
Better stacking of the oxide layers, reduced etching effects, and better organisation of
oxide layer, lead to better overall crystallinity of the TNTs after calcining at 400 °C. With
increasing electrode separation, the electric field strength dropped across the electrodes reduces.
Oxidizing of Ti to Ti4+ reduces large separation distances causing reduction in
oxidation/dissolution processes and therefore slowing down film growth and subsequent crystal
growth. Minimized ions in the electrolyte leads to low electrical conductivity. Some authors
have reported the distance between Pt and Ti electrodes used in aqueous and non - aqueous
electrolytes to be 2.0 cm [25], while [26] reported an increase in conductivity with decreasing
electrode separation distance.
Spectroscopic Measurement on TNTs using labda 900 spectrophotometer gave a shift in
absorption maxima at a wavelength of 550 nm for sample anodised at 4.5 cm while samples
anodised at 1.45 cm, 3.0 cm and 5.5 cm gave absorption maxima at around 450 nm when diffuse
reflectance was done. From these results, the optimal electrode separation distance for TNTs
anodised in 95% ethylene glycol and 0.15M NH4F in 5 % H2O at constant DC potential of 60V
for 2 hours at electrode is 4.5 cm. Compact oxide layer with many pit structures at electrode
separation distance of 4.0 cm were attained by [27, 28].
4. 2. Deposition time
Anodising at 1 h, 3 h, 5 h, 7 h, and 23 h, respectively. SEM images of nanotubes of length
2.8 um, 16.083 um, 12.328 um, 22.447 um, 30 um, respectively yielded TNTs shown in SEM
images of Figure 8 and whose dimensions increased with increasing anodising time as shown
in table 2. The choice of anodising time was based on the nature of electrolyte used in the
anodization process. In organic electrolytes, like ethylene glycol used in this work, nanotube
growth is slow due to low water contents used and higher viscosity of electrolyte compared to
inorganic electrolytes. The rate of diffusion is directly proportional to the viscosity of
electrolyte. Nanotube length and thickness are directly proportional to the anodising time
according to (eqn. 4).
In this kind of electrolytes, it takes time for the two competitive processes
(oxidation/dissolution) to stabilise and the system to attain steady-state. Viscous electrolytes
require longer anodising time for the oxidation process to overcome the dissolution process for
continued TNT growth.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

Figure 8. Top-view SEM images of TNTs anodised at 0.1M NH4F in 95% ethylene glycol and
5% water solution at 60V at varying anodising times (a) 1h (b and c) 3 h at different
magnification, (d and e) 5 h at different magnifications, and (f) 23 h.
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TNTs grown in 1h were short (about 3 um) because competitive process between
oxidation/dissolution processes takes time before TNT growth begins. Top view SEM images
seen in Figure 8 (a) depict TNTs whose top surfaces have been eroded by the fluoride ions
exposing etched TNTs in the middle part. The fluoride ions migrate fast eroding the TNT
surface and quickly penetrating the base of TNTs, causing etching of TNTs and affecting the
order and crystallinity coupled with the oxidation dissolution processes which take time before
growth is initiated. TNTs grown for 3 hours are displayed in SEM images of Figure 8 (b) and
(c) at different magnifications.
Nanotube length increased steadily with increasing anodization time as shown in Figure
9 a. SEM images of TNTs grown for 5 hours are shown in Figure 8 (d) and (e) 5h at different
magnifications. At 5 hours, anodising time was long enough to allow the oxidation process
overcome dissolution process, enable growth, and self-organisation. The TNTs grown for 23
hrs were about 30 um long and are shown in Figure 8 (f). They are etched on top as seen in top
view SEM image. Different heights are depicted from top view for different TNTs. This means
that some TNTs were etched from top. For long anodising time, the electrolyte spends time on
the TNTs causing serious chemical etching both at the metal\oxide interface, TNT walls, and
TNT tops. This causes non uniformity and disorder in the whole structure. The inner diameter
and tube length increased with increasing anodising time. Anodising time should be chosen in
such a way that a steady-state between the growth of nanotubes at the bottom and chemical
etching at the top of nanotubes is established.
The inner diameter and nanotube length increased with increasing anodization time
(Figure 9 (a)). Increased anodising time increases the time for nanotubes growth, TNT length
and thickness. Plain Ti is greyish, or matt silver, in colour but on anodising for different times
changes the colour. Samples shown in Figure 9(b) were anodised for 10, 30 and 60 minutes.
The colours changed from greyish to greenish and green-yellowish. These colours come as a
result of interference which is produced by a transparent oxide film on a metal surface with
variation in nanotube length as a result of increased anodisation time. This effect becomes
visible at the sample edges where the thickness is gradually thinner (see e.g. sample anodized
for 30 minutes in Figure 9 (c).
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(c)

Figure 9. Inner diameter and nanotube length as a function of anodization time for TNTs grown
at 0.1M NH4F in 95% ethylene glycol and 5% water solution at 60 V: (a) 1 hrs (b and c) 3 hrs
(d and e) 5 hrs (f) 23 hrs, (b) XRD Diffractograms of TNTs at varying anodization times, (c)
Digitized images: Plain Ti from left, anodized for 10 min second left, 30 min third from left
and fourth anodized at 60 min.
Samples calcined at 400 °C yielded XRD reflection peaks typical for anatase as shown in
Figure 9(b) for different time anodising times. There were characteristic XRD peaks of 2
values at about 25.4 for the (101) peak, 37.9 (004), 48.2(200), 54.0 (105), 55.1 (211) and 62.9
(204) characteristic of anatase. The crystallinity of the nanotubes anodised at different anodising
times showed stronger reflection anatase peaks for samples anodised for longer times. This is
expected since when anodizing for short duration of times, the nanotube lengths are short
allowing the electrolyte to quickly reach the bottom of TNTs, surfaces and top of TNTs eroding.
Nanotubes grown for shorter times in organic electrolytes also exhibit a great degree of disorder
before self-organization begins.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The electrochemical anodization of Titanium dioxide nanotubes revealed a strong
relationship between the growth models of thin films and the process control parameters
examined. Process control parameters influence the growth of TNTs through electric field as
explained by the high field model, which in turn influences tunnelling of electron (Fowler
Northeim model). The electrode separation distance plays a role in determining the amount of
electric potential/electric field seen by the electrodes, the capacitive effects of the system and
the bulk of electric resistance in the system. As a result, the TNT growth process is affected.
Experimental variation on electrode separation distance revealed notable fast growth rate,
non-uniformity in TNTS, disorganisation, distortion and etching of TNTs at short separation
distance. The TNT length, inner and outer diameters reduced with increasing electrode
separation distance. TNT length reduced with increasing electrode separation distance due to
reduction of electric field, increased bulk resistance which in turn affected tunnelling of
electrons through the oxide barrier and transport of ions in the electrolyte media. There was no
significant increase in TNT dimens ions at electrode separation distance of 4.5cm and above. It
appears that steady growth was attained at 4.5 cm. Scherer’s formula revealed the smallest grain
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size for the TNTs at 4.5 cm with the highest degree of crystallinity for TNTs and absorption
maxima at 550 nm.
Time is a driving force for TNT growth since oxidation/dissolution processes encountered
in third generation electrolytes employing fluoride ions takes time for TNT growth to start.
Nanotubes grown for one hour were short (2.8 μm) owing to the viscous nature of electrolyte
(ethylene glycol) and the presence of ammonium fluoride which quickly pentrates to the
metal\oxide base interface and causes etching of TNTs interfering with growth.TNT length,
diameters and crystallinity increased with anodising time.
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